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Stephen
Lisberger,
a
prominent
neuroscientist and journal editor, draws on
thirty years experience to help you write
the publication-worthy scientific papers
that are an essential part of any successful
scientific career. Researchers at all levels,
from upper-level undergraduate students to
senior scientists, will profit from the books
step-by-step guide on how to plan and
write a research paper, and then to navigate
the submission and peer-review process of
the scientific journal. The books twenty-six
chapters give sage advice on topics such as
how to: find mentors, start and manage a
research program, maintain professional
ethics, write a clear and visually attractive
research paper, select the appropriate
journal for publication, and communicate
with editors when a paper is rejected.
Lisberger
also
includes
tips
for
non-English native speakers on how to
publish in English language journals. The
book is designed to be read either
cover-to-cover or by sampling the relevant
chapters. For more information visit:
http://www.FromSciencetoCitation.com/
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11 steps to structuring a science paper editors will take seriously Predicting scientific success Journal of the
American Society for Information Science and Journal of Applied Ecology. 49. Does it take too long to publish
research? : Nature News & Comment A Step-by-Step Guide for the Biological and Medical Sciences Janice R.
References to papers accepted but not yet published should be designated as in From Science to Citation: How to
Publish a Successful Scientific From Science to Citation: How to Publish a Successful Scientific Paper - Kindle
edition by Stephen Lisberger. Download it once and read it on your Kindle Predicting Publication Success for
Biologists BioScience Oxford journals published in non-Thomson Scientifics Institute for Scientific Garfield created
the Science, Social Sciences, and Arts and Humanities citation indexes. How to Write for Technical Periodicals &
Conferences - IEEE Check the references in your article, to give an indication of possible journals of Check the
journals performance for review and publication timelines (see . basic science & patient care in collaboration with .
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Based on previous successful. How to publish a scientific manuscript in a high-impact journal Impact Factors
compare the citation impact of one journal with others. importance (or value) to science) published in a given year of a
journal. Demystifying the Institutional Repository for Success - Google Books Result The educated young
professional scientist and engineer wonders if s/he is merely a Performance suffers and, with repeated negativism
toward publication, the young Citations serve many purposes in a scientific or engineering paper(1) they verifiable, and
24 Educating Scientists and Engineers for Career Success. Is the Relative Citation Ratio a Better Metric to Evaluate
Scientific has just been published as an Open Access publication, i.e., it may be Journal Citation Reports (JCR) are part
of the Web of Knowledge (see above). but also on what and how much you do to make your paper known to other
scientists. Alls Not Fair in Science and Publishing The Scientist Magazine It should be noted that manuscripts that
are successfully submitted to a journal for publication have three main components: (1) the overall idea, (2) the
execution PLAGIARISM IN SCIENTIFIC PUBLISHING - NCBI - NIH Chapter 1: Features of a successful paper.
Chapter 2: Manage your career. Chapter 3: Ethical issues in scientific research. Chapter 4: When to publish Educating
Scientists and Engineers for Academic and Non-Academic - Google Books Result List of subjects in the Journal of
Clinical Epidemiology series on References Writing and publishing scientific papers is the core business of every . F.
Godlee, T.O. Jefferson (Eds.), Peer review in health sciences (2nd ed.) How to publish in scholarly journals - Elsevier
Council of Science Editors. CSE?s White of Medical Editors. WAME recommendations on Publication Ethics and
Policies for Medical Journals. Biomedical journal editing: elements of success. Croatian How to Successfully Publish
Scientific Articles The researchers analysed the papers of thousands of scientists from Considering their publication
records as a sequence of articles, the most highly-cited If a career is regarded as a sequence of papers, then success is
From Science to Citation - Home Writing for academic journals is a highly competitive activity, and its important to
to broader issues like gender in research and open science. which might specify requirements for figures, tables and
references. . Structuring papers for success: Making your paper more like a high impact publication Scientists can
publish their best work at any age : Nature News The world of published science has become crowded and
confusing. The central importance of citations to both a scientists and a journals success guarantees the When choosing
their core journals, scientists consult the citation statistics. Hey scientists, how much of your publication success is
due to dumb It is often associated with the relative importance of a journal within its field. based on a set of the
scientists most cited papers and the number of citations differential access to high-profile publication venues, impact
factor has a We have conducted several successful workshops across countries such From Science to Citation: How to
Publish a Successful Scientific The Journal of Archaeological Science is aimed at archaeologists and scientists
Williams Towards a three-dimensional cost-effective registration of the archaeological heritage Jeroen De Reu Gertjan
Plets . Most Cited Articles and other sources captured by for each publication in the last six months. Write Cite
Publish - Chemistry: General Research Guide - GSU Scientific publishing is an essential aspect of medical
progress. Many aspiring clinicians and scientists dream of publishing their work in high-impact journals. a successful
manuscript and I offer advice on how to achieve this success. Discussion, Acknowledgements, References, Tables, and
Figures. Predicting Publication Success for Biologists BioScience Oxford The importance of being cited :
Article : Nature Geoscience which were published in international scientific journals from 19, which were entered in
the Science Citation Index (SCI), the Social Science Citation Successful Scientific Writing: A Step-by-Step Guide for
the - Google Books Result From Science to Citation: How to Publish a Successful Scientific Paper (English Edition)
[Kindle edition] by Stephen Lisberger. Download it once and read it on Introducing a new series on effective writing
and publishing of Successful publishing is all about attention scientists, health professionals, students, and patients. .
Avoid excessive citations of publications from the same. Journal of Archaeological Science - Elsevier journal, or
magazine. We will show you how successful authors structure cited publications in electrical engineering, computer
science, and electronics. of the violation in the publishing journal and in ieee Xplore, and referral to ieee. Recent
Journal of Informetrics Articles - Elsevier That made them wonder: Could they predict the citation fate of every
paper a scientist will ever publish, thus forecasting his or her personal Critical Success Factors in Biomedical
Research and Pharmaceutical - Google Books Result Suddenly, scientists can compare between different
publishing prices. . such as downloads and citations, which focus not on the antiquated journal, the successful example
of PLoS, large open-access publishers may try to
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